Building for the Future; Learn-to-Play Hockey
Enrollment Approaches Fifty
According to Danny Lorenz, Kent Valley’s
Hockey Director, enrollment in Kent Valley’s Learn-to-Play hockey program is quickly
approaching 50 players. The increasing enrollment is providing KVHA Management with a
positive outlook for future growth of the association during tough economic times. The
measure of success with the LTP program will be largely determined by the percentage of
LTP players that migrate to the Mite, Squirt and PeeWee programs next season. By all
accounts, that number wasn’t very large with the previous crop of LTP players.
Kent, WA – KVHA News for 18 November, 2009 –

Several factors are having a positive impact on this season’s LTP program. First, KVHA
utilized $2,500 in grant funds from the Seattle Thunderbirds Community Sports Foundation
to purchase starter sets of hockey gear from USA Hockey’s “One Goal” program. New
enrollees in the LTP program are being fitted with the new gear. Second, Seattle
Thunderbird players have been supporting the LTP program by turning out, when possible,
to assist the instructors with the program. Third, as in years past, KVHA coaches are
volunteering their time to support the program by assisting with instruction. Finally, with
assistance from the Kent Valley Figure Skating Club we have been able to promote our
Learn to Skate (KVFSC) and Learn to Play Hockey (KVHA) programs in the local schools.
Thanks to the Seattle Thunderbirds Community Sports Foundation, the Seattle Thunderbird
players, Kent Valley coaches and the Kent Valley Figure Skating Club for helping to build the
Kent Valley Hockey Association through a strong Learn-to-Play hockey program.
Here’s the weekend’s game scores:
Win

Kent Valley Mite Tornadoes

Win

Kent Valley Squirt Tornadoes

14

vs.

Kitsap County Outlaws

0

2

vs.

Seattle Jr. Squirt Blades

1

Loss

Kent Valley PeeWee Tornadoes

0

vs.

Seattle Jr. PeeWee Spartans

2

Win

Kent valley PeeWee Hurricanes

7

vs.

WWFHA Phoenix

4

Loss

Kent Valley Bantam Tornadoes

2

vs.

Everett Bantam Grizzlies

6

Loss

Kent Valley Bantam Selects Tier-II

2

vs.

Tri-Cities Bantam A

6

Tie

Kent Valley Bantam Selects Tier-II

4

vs.

Tri-Cities Bantam A

4

Win

Kent Valley Midget Tornadoes

5

vs.

SnoKing Midget Green

4

Loss

Kent Valley Midget Selects Tier-II

2

vs.

Spokane Jr. Chiefs

6

Loss

Kent Valley Midget Selects Tier-II

0

vs.

Spokane Jr. Chiefs

2

KVIC & KVHA Rink Notes:
Rena Sullivan Needs Bail – KVHA’s Rena Sullivan has been tagged for arrest by the
Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA) this Thursday. MDA considers Sullivan one of the
area’s “Most Wanted.” MDA cautions that she is “heavily armed with kindness and is highly
contagious.” She will be “Locked Up” November 19th to benefit the Muscular Dystrophy
Association. Sullivan’s bail is set at $2,000. She could use your help in the form of
donations in her name to MDA. Contributions can be made by check, credit card or on-line
at https://www.joinmda.org/seattle2009kent/rena. Or, you can drop by Kent Valley Ice
Centre and donate directly to fugitive Sullivan. Please help us Free Rena Sullivan!

Mite Tornadoes Defeat the KCHA Outlaws on
Hockey Night in Bremerton
Story contributed by JR Jenkins
Bremerton Ice Arena, Bremerton, WA 14 November, 2009 – The KVHA Mite Tornadoes traveled to
the Bremerton Ice Arena and defeated the KCHA Outlaws on Saturday night, 14-0. Playing
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their lone evening game on the schedule the Tornadoes were on the attack from the instant
the puck dropped in the first period and were up 6-0 at the first intermission. 9 different
Tornadoes contributed to the scoring, with 7 earning a multi-point game.
Andrew Alonzo led the Tornadoes with his first career hat-trick. Two of Alonzo’s goals were
beautiful one timers and were set-up by some creative passes from Lexi Doner Jr. and Jake
Sordahl. Andrew’s second goal, from Sordahl was scored while he was falling to the ice.
Despite falling backwards Andrew kept his stick on the ice as long as possible and was able
to flick the puck past the Outlaw goaltender as he went down.
Danny Smith played a strong game, scoring two goals – one a beautiful breakaway that
Danny buried high and inside the post – and delivering the assist of the game. Coming into
the zone Danny stopped just short of the slot, taking Outlaw defenders with, and found a
hard charging Trevor Mertel filling the left side lane. Danny floated the pass over the sticks
of two defenders and Trevor let rip with a hard one-timer burying the puck in the Outlaw
goal.
Zach Johnston scored 2 goals – for the third time this year – and was thwarted twice by the
Outlaw goaltender in his attempts to secure his first hat trick of the year. With the energy
that Zach brings to the rush, it is only a matter of time! Lexi Doner Jr. also netted two to
go along with his assist.
It was a game of firsts for Gage Gessner, Davis Fjeld and Brett Jenkins. Gage scored his
first and second goals of the year in hard won scrums around the net and Davis scored his
first goal of the year on a beautiful flyer down the right side. Davis carried the puck into the
zone, made a nifty deke to eliminate the lone Outlaw defender in his path and let a low hard
shot go, beating the goaltender low to the stick side.
Brett Jenkins earned his 1st career shutout stopping all 8 of the Outlaw shots. Brett also
dropped his goals against to 2 goals a game. While the Tornado offense was indeed
overwhelming the defense was smothering. The Outlaws found no peace when they did
gain the Tornado zone, and were forced by a relentless Tornado defense corps to either
abandon their rush or take weak shots that were easily handled by Jenkins. Chase Pagan
had the back check of the game in the third period when he chased down an attacking
Outlaw using great speed, strong body and stick positioning and slapped the puck
harmlessly into the corner where a quickly supporting case of Tornado defense came to the
regain possession.
Logan Edmunds deserves mention for his grit and toughness for having been on the
receiving end of a very rough check from behind – which was penalized – but getting up
from the boards and skating back to the bench showing no ill effects from the hit.
The Tornadoes play the Seattle Junior Hockey Association Admirals Red this Saturday at
Kent Valley Ice Centre.
Box Score for this game is unavailable, but here are the scoring / save stats from the game:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Andrew Alonzo 3 goals
Gage Gessner 2 goals
Lexi Doner Jr. 2 goals, 1 assist
Danny Smith 2 goals, 1 assist
Zach Johnston 2 goals, 1 assist
Jake Sordahl 1 goal, 2 assists
Trevor Mertel 1 goal
Davis Fjeld 1 goal
Oliver Carlson, 2 assists
Brett Jenkins stopped 8 of 8 shots for 100%

Squirt Tornadoes Top Seattle Jr. Blades 2-1
– A Seattle Jr. goal at the buzzer was too
little and too late for the Blades as the Tornadoes held on to win by one goal. First period

Kent Valley Ice Centre, Kent, WA 17 October, 2009
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was a defensive battle with each team getting just one shot on goal. The Kent Valley
Tornadoes found their shooting sticks during the second period firing 11 shots on the
Seattle Jr. goal with one of those shots, a Justin Pitzer shot, making it into the Seattle Jr.
net. The Tornadoes ended the second period up one goal.
Third period was more even in terms of shots on goal. The Blades fired 3 shots on the
Tornadoes’ goal while the Tornadoes got 4 shots on the Blades’ goal. Sean Blair scored the
winning goal for the Tornadoes with 5:21 left to play. The Seattle Jr. Blades cut the
Tornadoes 2-goal lead to one at the buzzer with a goal by Alex Kane, assisted by Jordan
Jackson-Brewer. Final score, Tornadoes 2, Blades 1.
Here’s the scoring summary:
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Kent Valley

2

2:04

Justin Pitzer (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

3

5:21

Sean Blair (Unassisted)

Seattle Jr.
3
0:01 Alex Kane from Jordan Jackson-Brewer
Kent Valley’s Alexander Bucci stopped 3 of 4 shots on goal for 75%.
Seattle Jr’s Alex Garrett stopped 14 of 16 shots on goal for 88%.
Kent Valley had 2 penalties for 4 minutes while Seattle Jr. had 1 penalty for 2 minutes.

PeeWee Hurricanes (7) WWFHA Phoenix (4)
Just 15 seconds. That was all the time
needed for the PeeWee Hurricanes to flex their muscle and decisively lay down the law to
the WWFHA Phoenix at Kingsgate on Saturday. Not that the WWFHA Phoenix ever backed
down from the challenge, always nipping at the Hurricane heels to keep them alert and
focused, but the Hurricanes proved they don't always have to "carry a big stick" to win
games as they played a solid passing game with absolutely no checking (by USA Hockey
regulation the Phoenix team plays a no-check game.)

Kingsgate Ice Arena, Kirkland, WA 15 November, 2009 –

Dennis Zaks set the Hurricane wheels in to motion when he took the opening faceoff
straight down ice to catch an unexpected WWFHA Phoenix goalie completely unaware by
pushing the puck in on the near post with Hurricanes crowding the crease.
After that, first period was all Hurricanes! The WWFHA Phoenix seemed a bit frazzled by the
quick strike the Hurricanes provided, showing a few glimpses of offense that were quickly
shut down with authority by the Hurricane D of Emily Atkins, Kyle Pirttila, Brianna Baker
and Jacob Ray, then a complete disjointedness back in their defensive zone allowing the
Hurricane forwards to have their way with them.
On the power play after Phoenix was called for tripping Zaks, the intensity-fueled one man
show of Blaine Reich took a pass to the slot and slapped home a beauty cheddar, ala Sena
Acolatse, as the period seconds counted down. But the ringing cowbells and joyous cheers
quickly fell silent. In what could have been a decisive, momentum changing moment, the
Ref waved the goal off as having crossed the goal line after the period ending horn sounded.
Thankfully the Hurricanes took it in stride.
Great teamwork between Reich and Camden Mallery, beginning in the defensive zone, set
up the second Hurricane goal as, still shorthanded, Reich and Mallery worked the puck in to
the Phoenix corner where twice Mallery fed crease-front passes for a Hurricane offense that
couldn't quite connect. Recovering the second failed feed, Mallery, after fending off a
harassing defender, skated around the net to sneak the puck past the Phoenix goalie on the
corner by stubbornly planting his stick so she couldn't push it out of the net. It managed to
trickle in with an alert, thankfully well-placed line to make the call. Hurricanes up 2-0!
Dennis Zaks lit the lamp again unassisted when he hustled the puck up ice from the d-zone
to rocket it past the goalie again, this time over her shoulder. But the 3-0 Hurricane lead
quickly evaporated like oasis water in the Sahara desert as suddenly the WWFHA Phoenix
offense sparked and the Hurricane D got split for a breakaway throw down goal from the
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slot that beat goalie Ben Cary over the shoulder. "Whatchaya gonna do now?" a WWFHA
Phoenix player boldly hissed to a Hurricane player at the ensuing puck drop.
Minutes later Blaine Reich provided the ESPN highlight answer with gritty determination
reminiscent Chris Cloud. Gaining the puck in the Hurricane defensive zone, Reich skated up
ice on the far boards. As he entered the neutral zone the defender came to challenge but
Reich easily moved on by. The defender's stick suddenly lodged fully extended around
Reich's waist as he pulled her down ice to the red line like a reindeer to Santa's
sleigh, then purposefully grabbed the twig and THREW it off to continue his charge and light
the lamp for his first tally of the season!
The 4-1 Hurricane lead was short-lived as the WWFHA Phoenix fired back again, gaining the
advantage on a push when defender Jacob Ray fell off his skates to allow a breakaway. The
shot went same as the first to beat goalie Cary and cut the Hurricane lead in half. The
Phoenix weren't done there. A buzzer-beater at the horn cut the Hurricane lead to one. It
was almost possible to hear the Hurricane fans chewing their nails with worry that the game
had suddenly taken an ominous turn! Cool as cucumbers were the Hurricanes though with
third period beginning. They were not close to done with their offensive muscle flex.
Dennis Zaks got the first hat trick of his season when he pushed a puck in on the near post.
5-3 Hurricanes! Jacob Ray then drew a slash penalty to allow Camden Mallery his third
tally of the season (and his second short-handed of the game) when he stole the puck in
the neutral zone to take head up the boards and beat the goalie with a slap shot. 6-3
Hurricanes!
Down three, the WWFHA Phoenix refused to back down and notched a 5-hole marker on
goalie Cary to come back within two. Not to be outdone, Dennis Zaks again lit the lamp for
his fourth of the game. But, the Phoenix had the last word with a defiant roar as they
notched their fourth of the game soon thereafter. They were not going to be bested without
a fight! The game’s 7-4 final score was the second win in a row for the Hurricanes and
really proved the well-roundedness of the squad as not just a hard-hitting, hard-nosed
gritty playing team, but also a team that can play an outstanding passing game.
Quick shout outs to Riley Agnew for his continued individual effort both offensively and
defensively (he had a shot on goal), Ryan Atkins for his excellent offensive hustle and
wherewithal (he too had a shot on goal and centered a line), and Kean Zurn for his alert,
energetic, strong play all game that even came with a smile...only wish I'd had a camera to
capture the moment as TWICE he came to challenge for a puck on the boards with
the BIGGEST GRIN ON HIS FACE that would've eclipsed the noonday sun! Completely made
my day and will be something I won't forget for a long time! :)
A scoring summary is below:
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Kent Valley

1

14:40

Dennis Zaks from Camden Mallery & Blaine Reich

Kent Valley

2

13:50

Camden Mallery (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

2

8:30

Dennis Zaks (Unassisted)

Phoenix

2

6:42

Julia Takatsuka (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

2

2:50

Blaine Reich (Unassisted)

Phoenix

2

6:42

Julia Takatsuka from Allison Kline

Phoenix

2

1:50

Allison Kline (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

3

11:25

Kent Valley

3

9:45

Camden Mallery (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

3

6:37

Dennis Zaks (Unassisted, Hat Trick)

Dennis Zaks from Jordan Wachter & Kyle Pirttila

Phoenix
3
2:19 Jasmine Schubert (Unassisted)
Kent Valley’s Ben Cary stopped 6 of 10 shots on goal for 60%.
WWFHA’s Katie Wellender stopped 11 of 18 shots on goal for 61%.
Kent Valley had 2 minor penalties for 6 minutes while WWFHA had 2 minor penalties
for 6 minutes.
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PeeWee Tornadoes Challenge Seattle Jr. Spartans
The Kent Valley Tornadoes played a great
game against the Seattle Jr. Spartans, the first place team in the NPSHL. The game could
have gone either way through the first two periods as the Tornadoes had numerous scoring
chances but just couldn't finish. Landon Bevier had several nice chances as did Mason
Conner, Elliot Plourde, and Dylan Moriarty, all of whom played very well. The Tornadoes
just couldn't put the biscuit in the old basket. The Spartans scored the clinching goal late in
the third period as the Tornadoes activated the defense to put on an offensive push. They
pressed the play, and it just didn't work out. Give the Spartans credit for shutting down the
Tornadoes offense in the third period.
Kent Valley Ice Centre, Kent, WA 14 November, 2009 –

Colin Bartlett was the Tornadoes Home Depot "It's Better To Be A Hammer Than A Nail"
Hard Hat award winner this week. A note from the Tornadoes Coaching Staff read; “Colin
played authoritatively on defense in our end and was a major reason the game was so
closely fought. In addition, he made physical plays all over the ice and jumped into the
offensive flow at all the right times.” Great game Colin!
The scoring summary is below:
Team

Period

Time

Seattle Jr.

2

12:22

Scoring

Nikolas Stritmatter from Jackson Finnerty
Zachary Bielaczyc from Nikolas Stritmatter & Dylan
Seattle Jr.
3
0:42
Feldhaus
Kent Valley’s Aaron Mathews stopped 13 of 15 shots on goal for 87%.
Seattle Jr’s Calvin Walker stopped 9 of 9 shots on goal to earn the shutout.
Kent valley had 1 minor penalty for 3 minutes while Seattle Jr. had 4 minor penalties
and 1 major misconduct penalty for 21 minutes.

Bantam Tornadoes Mauled by Grizzlies 6 to 2
Community Ice Arena, Everett, WA 14 November, 2009 – The Everett Grizzlies weren’t kind to the
visiting Kent Valley Bantam Tornadoes Saturday as they mauled the Tornadoes 6 to 2.
From a shots-on-goal point of view the game was relatively even with the Tornadoes getting
21 shots on goal while the Grizzlies fired 24 shots on the Tornadoes’ goal. Unfortunately,
the Tornadoes took 5 minor penalties to the Grizzlies 2 minor penalties and the Grizzlies
were able to take advantage of three of those penalties to score 3 power play goals. Maybe
the Tornadoes need to look at ways of avoiding the penalty box. In any case, the game was
a lot closer than the final score would inidicate.

The scoring summary is below:
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Everett

1

4:20

Ian Dootson from Ryan Jaromin

Kent Valley

1

3:20

Everett

2

14:37

Everett

2

8:16

Kent Valley

3

11:49

Jake Ryerson from Zakary Gustafson
Ian Dootson from Ryan Jaromin & JaCynda
Mattem-McArthur
JaCynda Mattem-McArthur from Ian Dootson &
Ryan Jaromin (Power Play)
Zakary Gustafson from Jake Ryerson

Everett

3

11:25

Michael Myers (Unassisted)

Everett

3

9:16

Ian Dootson (Unassisted Power Play)

Everett
3
0:01 Rylan Huck from Ethan Anderson (Power Play)
Kent Valley’s Nick Calfy stopped 18 of 24 shots on goal for 75%.
Everett’s Matthew Ness stopped 19 of 21 shots on goal for 90%.
The poor copy quality of the faxed score sheet was such that penalties could not be
interpreted. Also, some names may not be correct in the scoring above.
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Bantam Tier-II Selects Lose & Tie in Tri-Cities
TRAC Center Ice Arena, Pasco, WA 15 November, 2009 – The Kent Valley Bantam Tier-II Selects
just can’t seem to get by the Tri-Cities Jr. Americans Bantam A. Earlier in November the
Selects hosted the Jr. Americans at Kent Valley Ice centre and lost both games by scores of
2 to 0 and 3 to 2; close but no wins. This weekend Tri-Cities won on Saturday 6 to 2 and
tied on Sunday 4 to 4. What’s it going to take for the Selects to beat these guys?

Mikey Julin did his best on Saturday to get his team a win as he scored the Selects only two
goals, one of them assisted by Anthony Stepaniants. Sunday’s game had a little more
offense as the Selects scored 4 goals and the Select’s defense held Tri-Cities to 4 goals.
Caleb Bromley and Tyler Jennings each scored goals on Sunday and Jacob Becker added
two unassisted goals of his own. Tyler Jennings and Mikey Julin had assists. Percentage
wise, the goalies matched each other on both days. Jacob Panzer and Graeme Freeman
stopped 75% each on Saturday while Colby Bennett and Austin McCain stopped 80% each
on Saturday.
A scoring summary is below:
Kent Valley Tier-II Selects (2) vs. Tri-Cities Bantam A (6)
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Tri-Cities

1

3:52

Alex Storaci from Dylan Wirtzberger

Kent Valley

1

2:45

Mikey Julin from Anthony Stepaniants

Tri-Cities

2

13:58

Logan Hegeland from Dylan Wilbert

Tri-Cities

2

11:57

Gavin Rodriguez from Tony Torres

Kent Valley

2

10:29

Mikey Julin (Unassisted)

Tri-Cities

2

9:48

Logan Hegeland from Casey Phelps
Austin Oser from Christopher McCormick & Dylan
Tri-Cities
2
2:25
Wirtzberger
Tri-Cities
3
2:23 Gavin Rodriguez from Austin Oster
Kent Valley’s Jacob Panzer stopped 18 of 24 shots on goal for 75%.
Tri-Cities’ Graeme Freeman stopped 6 of 8 shots on goal for 75%.
Kent Valley had 8 minor penalties and 1 major misconduct penalty for 26 minutes while
Tri-Cities had 8 minor penalties for 16 minutes.

Kent Valley Tier-II Selects (4) vs. Tri-Cities Bantam A (4)
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

Kent Valley

1

4:56

Caleb Bromley from Tyler Jennings

Tri-Cities

2

7:02

Christopher McCormick from Austin Oster

Tri-Cities

2

5:43

Logan Hegeland from Steven Sordahl

Kent Valley

2

3:37

Tyler Jennings from Mikey Julin

Kent Valley

3

12:34

Jacob Becker (Unassisted)

Tri-Cities

3

12:08

Austin Oster from Logan Hegeland

Kent Valley

3

2:18

Jacob Becker (Unassisted)

Tri-Cities
3
0:39 Logan Hegeland from Steven Sordahl
Kent Valley’s Colby Bennett stopped 16 of 20 shots on goal for 80%.
Tri-Cities Austin McCain stopped 16 of 20 shots on goal for 80%.
Kent Valley had 9 minor penalties for 18 minutes while Tri-Cities had 7 minor penalties
for 14 minutes.

Midget Tornadoes Pull out Come-from-Behind
Victory over SnoKing Green
Story Contributed by Mary McDonald
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The Midget Tornadoes hosted the SKAHA
Green team which is just 1 point behind them in the league standings. The game started
out slow for the Tornadoes seeing the Green scoring 3 goals before the Tornadoes could
even get 4 shots on net. Then in the second period the Tornadoes would come to life
scoring 3 goals and ending up tied after the 2nd period. The Tornadoes would score a quick
one at the start of the third to take the lead for the first time in the game. But just a couple
of minutes later the Green scored the tying goal. With just 4 minutes left in the 3rd the
Tornadoes put in the go-ahead goal. In the last 3:24 the Tornadoes would have to kill 2
penalties, and play 6 on 4 hockey to ensure the win. The Green pulled their goal tender
with a minute left but would not be successful in tying up the game as the Tornadoes rallied
in their own end to dump the puck to ensure the victory. Another clean game played, and
both teams receive their Sportsmanship point. The Tornadoes next game will be Saturday,
Nov 21st against the Everett Kodiaks in Everett.
Kent Valley Ice Centre, Kent, WA 17 October, 2009 –

Scoring summary:
Team

Period

Time

Scoring

SnoKing

1

9:46

Nick Prekeges (Unassisted)

SnoKing

1

4:58

Jordan Sliter from Terran Jendro & Jacob Sjolund

SnoKing

2

8:26

Jake Gagnon (Unassisted)

Kent Valley

2

7:21

Blake Walsh from Zac Cadiente & Julius Bush

Kent Valley

2

3:09

Taylor Birkeland from Blake Walsh

Kent Valley

2

1:38

Tommy Peebles from Paul Pinkoske

Kent Valley

3

11:09

SnoKing

3

6:16

Blake Walsh from Zac Cadiente
Jake Gagnon (Unassisted)

Kent Valley
3
4:28 Tommy Peebles (Unassisted)
Kent Valley’s Joshua Severeid stopped 17 of 21 shots on goal for 81%.
SnoKing’s Colin Adams stopped 11 of 16 shots on goal for 69%.
Kent Valley had 6 minor penalties for 12 minutes while SnoKing had 1 minor penalty
for 2 minutes.

Midget Tier-II Selects Drop Two to Spokane Jr.
Chiefs U-18 AA
In spite of improved play during Sunday’s
game, the Kent Valley Midget Tier-II Selects just didn’t have the power to overcome the
strong Spokane Jr. Chiefs. The Selects dropped Saturday’s first of back-to-back games by a
score of 2 to 6 to the Chiefs scoring. The Selects held the Chiefs to two goals on Sunday
but were unable to muster offense to match the Chiefs. Sunday’s final score was Spokane
2, Kent Valley 0. Damon Hanson scored the Selects first goal on Saturday with an assist
from Anthony Mantz and Kale Pokrzywinski. Hanson and Mantz, along with teammate Dane
Dahline, were called up from the idle Kent Valley Bantam Tier-I team to help fill the Select’s
roster for the weekend series. The Selects second goal on Saturday was scored by Mikey
Anderson with an assist from Jereme Clark.

Kent Valley Ice Centre, Kent, WA 15 November, 2009 –

Kent Valley had 15 shots on goal in game one and 14 shots on goal in game two. The
strong Spokane offense peppered Dimitri Nikitin with 27 shots on Saturday and 31 shots on
Sunday. Nikitin’s best game was Sunday, 29 of 31 for 94%, but his team was unable to
muster offense to make it a game.
Here’s the scoring summary:
Kent Valley Tier-II Selects (2) vs. Spokane Jr. Chiefs (6)
Team

Period

Time

Spokane

1

13:28

Spokane

1

7:44
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Scoring
Travis Condron from Michael Oien
Cameron Kridler from Paxton Bell & Logan Rogers
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(Power Play)
Spokane

1

4:50

Spokane

2

12:10

Kent Valley

2

7:01

Kent Valley

3

13:15

Spokane

3

2:28

D.J. Maxey (Unassisted)
Paxton Bell from Dustin Pierce (Power Play)
Damon Hanson from Anthony Mantz & Kale
Pokrzywinski
Mikey Anderson from Jereme Clark
Aaron Turpin (Unassisted)

Spokane
3
1:10 D.J. Maxey from Paxton Bell
Kent Valley’s Dimitri Nikitin stopped 21 of 27 shots on goal for 78%.
Spokane’s Ryan Felvarg stopped 13 of 15 shots on goal for 87%.
Kent Valley had 6 minor penalties and 3 major misconduct penalties for 42 minutes
while Spokane had 2 minor penalties for 4 minutes.

Kent Valley Tier-II Selects (0) vs. Spokane Jr. Chiefs (2)
Team

Period

Time

Spokane

2

11:50

Scoring
Cameron Krider (Unassisted)

Spokane
3
8:08 Travis Condron from Dillon Hashimoto
Kent Valley’s Dimitri Nikitin stopped 29 of 31 shots on goal for 94%.
Spokane’s Ryan Felvarg stopped 14 of 14 shots on goal to earn the shutout.
Kent Valley had 8 minor penalties and 1 major misconduct penalty for 26 minutes while
Spokane had 5 minor penalties for 10 minutes.

T-Birds Weekend Wrap
Story contributed by Ian Henry
Director, Public & Media Relations
Seattle Thunderbirds Hockey Club

The T-Birds just had a great weekend on the ice. They had three road games and won all of
them, two by shutout. The T-Birds travelled to Kamloops on Friday to take on the Blazers
and came away with a 7-2 victory. Jonathan Parker had a hat trick and Prab Rai had two
goals and an assist. Goalie Calvin Pickard got the win stopping 22 of 24 shots.
After the win against the Blazers the T-Birds headed to Everett to take on their I-5 rival the
Silvertips. Seattle got a great performance in net from Pickard as he stopped all 29 shots
he faced to shut out the Tips. Jonathan Parker had another goal while Brendan Rouse had a
goal and two assists, and Sena Acolatse had a goal and an assist. The T-Birds then headed
to Vancouver to face the Giants, one of the best teams in the Western Conference. They
got another great performance from Pickard as he made 25 saves to shut out the Giants.
Rai and Acolatse each had two goals in the 5-0 victory over Vancouver. Pickard has not
been scored on in the last 131:50 of action.
The team is currently on a four-game winning streak and has outscored their past four
opponents, 20-3. Pickard now has three shutouts on the season as the team will return to
ShoWare Center on Friday to take on the Blazers at 7:35pm. The T-Birds will then battle
the Silvertips on Saturday at 7:05 p.m.

Jason Thomsen’s Shout from the ShoW
What a great weekend! The Birds are really starting to play well and now is the time to
come out to a game. With two big games this weekend and some great promotional nights
coming up, it is the perfect time to bring out your team. Remember that all youth hockey
teams that get together 20 or more people can sit in the family section for just $10 each!
This price is good for all players, families and friends... so gather your team and come on
out!
"Let's Go Birds!"
Jason S. Thomsen - Director, Business Development
Seattle Thunderbirds / ShoWare Center
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625 West James Street - Kent, Washington 98032
Direct - (253) 856-6834

NEXT T-BIRDS HOME GAMES!
Friday, November 20 vs. Kamloops Blazers
Saturday, November 21 vs. Everett Silvertips – Nanovar Night!
Wednesday, November 25 vs. Regina Pats - Pub Night 2
Friday, November 27 vs Portland Winterhawks - Comcast Cool Bird Bobblehead
Night
Saturday, December 5 vs. Everett Silvertips – Fred Meyer Ham Shoot Night
Have a great week!

Contact: Lew Sellers, Director of Communications
Kent Valley Hockey Association
6015 So. 240th Street
Kent, WA. 98032
(206) 914-9619 Cellular
Lew@KentValleyIceCentre.com
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